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ABSTRACT

The paper explains the hurdles encountered in the various research projects and the
solutions developed in projects in the field of augmented as well as virtual reality
applications for industrial scenarios as well as the questions that are still open.
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INTRODUCTION

The team of the Otto Rettenmaier Research Laboratory for Digitalization
at Heilbronn University has been working for years on research projects for
the interaction with robots (Ehmann and Wittenberg, 2018 (1); Ehmann and
Wittenberg, 2018 (2)) as well as a mechatronic factory system using augmen-
ted reality or as the well-known abbreviation AR (Rempel et al., 2019 (1);
Rempel et al., 2019 (2); Wittenberg et al., 2020). It started with AR appli-
cations on tablet computers inspired by game design (Buyer and Wittenberg
2012; Buyer and Wittenberg 2013; Buyer and Wittenberg, 2015) to control
industrial PLCs. Next steps and parallel to the AR applications on tablet
computers, smart glasses for AR applications and head mounted displays for
VR application, were tested and analyzed (Zieringer et al, 2019; Zieringer
et al., 2020; Bareis et al., 2022; Schloer et al., 2022). User analysis sho-
wed that there are great expectations on AR applications in robotic tasks
(Bläss and Wittenberg, 2017 (1), Bläss and Wittenberg, 2017 (2)). Augmen-
ted and Virtual Reality are certainly among the promising technologies of
the future in human-technology interaction (Broll et al., 2019). To meet
these expectations, research is ongoing in the Otto Rettenmaier Research
Laboratory.

As AR devices, today often smart glasses, the Microsoft HoloLens or the
Microsoft HoloLens 2 are used in the laboratory. In this laboratory, as already
mentioned, research is not only done in the field of AR, but also in the field
of virtual reality (VR). Here, the areas of the digital twin and many more
are being researched. In the VR area head mounted displays like the HTC
Vive are available. Other devices which are used in the field of AR in the
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Laboratory are mobile devices like smartphones as well as tablet computers
from different manufacturers.

The main application for the research activities in our laboratory is the
combination of a typical 6-axis industrial robot embedded in a production
environment and the current most widely used AR device, the Microsoft
HoloLens.

CHALLENGES

Several different implementation challenges have been identified in the pro-
jects, some of which are quite different. A main issue is certainly the
combination of industrial components such as the robots with the systems
that are used for the augmented reality applications. The AR applications
and systems typically originate from the gaming world and are not aligned
with typical industrial communication standards in terms of issues such as
data communication and more.

These challenges lie primarily in the three areas of the development envi-
ronment, communication, and application scenarios, which are described
below.

Development Environments

One of the challenges is the variety of development environments that arise
when combining AR devices and industrial applications. AR devices were ori-
ginally developed for the gaming market and are addressed via game engines.
The industrial applications (control of robots, control of other units via PLC,
communication configuration, etc.) represent another inhomogeneous field.
While PLC programming is largely standardized (IEC 61131, John, Tiegel-
kamp, 2009), there is great variability in the programming of robots as well
as in the multitude of different bus systems. On this side the development
environment is given by the products from the control technology.

But it is relatively free on the side of the AR and VR applications. The
bridge between these worlds must be developed in the projects anyway. The
bandwidth of the respective engines for the development of AR and VR appli-
cations, on the other hand, is very broad and very dynamic - meaning that the
possible range of functions changes with every update. However, the graphics
engines for the development of VR and AR applications are mainly located in
the gaming area. The Unreal Engine and Unity are worth mentioning here. As
shown on Figure 1 and 2 the agony of choice is the challenge working with
AR and VR applications and their devices. Furthermore, the interconnection
between these different development environments is very rare.As can also
be seen from the example on Figure 2, not all development environments are
available for the various consumer devices from the AR or VR area.

Communication

As described, one technical hurdle that has emerged, is the communication
between the interaction devices and the mechatronic systems. In the industrial
world - based on the topic of Industry 4.0 and the associated developments -
the OPC UA communication architecture has emerged (Mahnke et al., 2009;
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Figure 1: Example of the relationship of the IDEs and their industrial devices.

Figure 2: Example of the relationship of the Game Engines and AR/VR devices.

Lange et al., 2010). However, OPC UA - quasi as an industrial standard - is
of course not established as a standard in entertainment technology.

Although OPC UA is a quasi-standard in the industry, at the beginning
only OPC UA servers were executable on the PLCs, which were connected to
the robot controllers via real-time bus. Since the PLCs are proprietary devices,
this could not be adapted. For this reason, different approaches were pursued.
In the beginning as shown in Figure 2, OPC UA clients were implemented on
the consumer devices and several OPC UA client instances were executed on
the consumer devices. The problem with this type of communication is the
usability of the creation and processing of the connection and the adaptability
to different devices. A different approach is therefore taken with middleware.
As shown in Figure 3, the middleware is deployed between the PLCs and the
consumer devices, as the name suggests. It takes over the functionality of
the consumer device from the previous approach and runs multiple OPC UA
clients on it.

One problem of communication between consumer devices from the AR
or VR area and industrial devices such as robots is that this is not yet real-
time capable according to the current state of the art. For this reason, the
robot controllers in the Otto Rettenmaier research laboratory are currently
not connected directly to the consumer devices, but rather via PLCs. The
authors hope that this will change in the future through new technologies
such as the use of OPC UA over TSN.

TSN was originally developed as a real-time communication technology
for the entertainment industry, and then found to be suitable for industrial
use. Strongly Ethernet based, it currently lacks access to AR devices, which
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Figure 3: Communication.

Figure 4: Communication middleware.

come from the gaming environment. However, real-time is a relevant topic for
the control and monitoring of industrial robots. The development of an own
real-time extension for the AR devices is considered too costly. As written
above, the hope here lies in the further development and widespread use of
OPC UA over TSN, escecially in the open source area (Pfrommer, Usländer,
2020) which can be easily adapted to the existing system.

Application Scenarios

The biggest challenges, however, come from the actual application scenarios
based on industrial production. The classical interaction concepts, which are
given for example by the respective operating terminals of robots and are
known to the user, can only be transferred to the virtual or extended space
with great difficulty. Furthermore, the mapping of the actual production envi-
ronment in the virtual world is of course a very big problem. At the beginning
of the research, simple applications were developed with tablet computers
(bring your own device: BYOD). These used the camera of a tablet computer
and displayed broad information on it when viewing a QR tag, for example.

This improved the usability especially in the area of monitoring and displa-
ying information about different devices. However, this did not yet allow the
devices to be operated. Once AR devices like smart glasses became availa-
ble, they were first used for the same purpose. However, the benefit of this
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Figure 5: Using a tablet for interaction with a PLC (Buyer, Wittenberg, 2015).

was hardly higher than that of tablet computers. For this reason, early attem-
pts were also made to implement the condition of industrial devices such as
robots on smart glasses. The first idea was to virtually represent the available
real handheld robotic devices and operate them using the input methods pro-
vided by a smart glass. With HoloLens, for example, these are simple hand
gestures to create mouse clicks that are executed where the head is pointing
at. However, user surveys showed that the robots’ virtualized handheld devi-
ces were very difficult to operate using the input methods of smart glasses,
the real robotic handheld devices are far superior. Our next research activities
focus precisely on this area.

CONCLUSION

As illustrated, there are several challenges that arise when AR is to be used
in the field of robotics or in industry more generally. These are not limited
to the challenges presented in the selection of the development environment
or the type of communication or the choice of application scenarios. Pre-
sumably, there are other challenges that arise in this environment; however,
they are worth solving as the added value of using AR technology greatly
improves the usability of such complex devices. For this reason, research in
this area will continue in the Otto Rettenmaier Research Laboratory in the
future.
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